Title: Southern Pacific Transportation Company Records,
Identifier/Call Number: JL015
Contributing Institution: Department of Special Collections and University Archives
Language of Material: English
Physical Description: 0.5 Linear feet
Date (inclusive): 1936-1954
creator: Southern Pacific Transportation Company
Scope and Content
Collection includes Southern Pacific dispatcher's daily train sheets and correspondence, a memorandum and a map regarding the sheets. The sheets are a sampling from three stations (Los Angeles, Beaumont, and Mexicali, Baja).

Preferred Citation:

Provenance

Publication Rights
Property rights reside with the repository. Literary rights reside with the creators of the documents or their heirs. To obtain permission to publish or reproduce, please contact the Public Services Librarian of the Dept. of Special Collections.

Access Restrictions
None.
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Scope and Contents note

Smaller bundle (14" í2½ or 25") - 59 daily sheets, 2 dates: 1/14/1936 - 10/22/1954.
Larger bundle (22" í2½ or 25") - Dispatcher's daily sheets, 3 dates: 1/23/1936 - 10/6/1952

Scope and Contents note
Both bundles include records from three stations - L.A., Beaumont, and Mexicali, Baja.